
DES 231:

Advertising
Week 10 Objective:  
Social Media from
a marketing perspective
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This Week: 
Creative Minute (only Fri: K) 
Lecture: Social Media
In-Class Exercise (:30 min)
Introduce the In-Class Assignment 
Small Groups 10:30-2
Regroup session 2:30-3:30

*Take a minute to make sure you have uploaded your homework onto Google 
Slides
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Creative Minute: 
K- Fri
Take over :)

Creative Minutes continue 
for Environmental Graphics...
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What is a social media campaign?

A coordinated marketing effort that’s  
designed to reinforce information or feelings 
about a product, service, or brand through  
at least one social media platform.

They are:
• Strategically focused
• Have measurable outcomes
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For this classes purposes, 
if you chose to do a social media execution-
your concept must be created first.

How to extend your idea:

State your concept in one sentence.

Who exactly is your target audience?
 -age
 -economic status
 -where do they spend their time online
 -who are they online...
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Who is your target audience...

Types of Social Media Users:
Spectators: watches the content

Conversationalists: joiners and status updaters

Creators: User Generated Content

Influencers: Paid to generate content for brand

Critics: Thumbs down! Dislike! 

Collectors: studiers, archivists
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Match the platform to the target:

You must research your target audience!

Where and how are they online? 

What are they interested in?

The right message on the wrong platform 
won’t reach them and no one will engage!



https://sproutsocial.com/insights/new-social-media-demographics/#







https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/
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When coming up with a social media idea 
based on your campaign, ask yourself: 

Does it support our campaign idea?

Is it in our same campaign voice?

Is there a pay off to sharing or joining in?

Is it newsworthy?
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Overall: the campaigns 
that are the most successful 
feel like they were created 
by a friend.





Starbucks: Unicorn Frappuccino
Platform used: Instagram

Part of the rollout of its 
“Frappuccino Happy Hour”
The Unicorn Frappuccino was rolled 
out for one week in April 2017

• Used limited-time scarcity

The Unicorn Frappuccino, and its 
hashtag, generated nearly 155,000 
Instagram posts during that week

Why it worked:
High-profile detractors that helped 
generate curiosity

Manufacturing scarcity and  
capitalizing on it via social media 
creates FOMO





More on this example: 

https://www.businessinsider.
com/starbucks-unicorn-frappucci-
no-retrospective-2017-4

https://www.bustle.com/p/how-
to-use-the-unicorn-frappuccino-
filter-on-snapchat-unleash-your-in-
ner-magical-goddess-52544
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In class exercise:
For the next :30 min. 
Take a quick  tour of the social media for your assigned 
brand (Facebook, Instagram, or Snapchat)

Team  A: Diet coke
  B: Ben and Jerrys
  C: Starbucks
  D: Ritz crackers
  E: Cheerios
  F: National Geographic
  G: Dove
  H: Wendys
  I: Lacroix water
  J: Hershey’s chocolate

When you come back, 
share with the class
the following:
 
A posting you saw 
that you think was 
successfully engaging
to their followers

Why do you think it 
worked?
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Today’s in class assignment:

Encourage people 
living on their own for the first 
time to have a first aid kit in their
house or apartment.

Use social media or traditional
media to motivate them! 
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Homework for next week (Week 11):

Determine what execution you are creating from Column B 
and upload your sketches onto Google slides.

For the ” TBD”
There is an extensive list on pages 258-262 as well as 
examples in The Advertising Concept Book!

Develop 2 different mood boards

Reminder: Creative Presentations are during Finals Week

Tuesday 12/15
Wed: 9-10:30 and Fri: 11-12:30
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This weeks Learning Objective was:
1. Understanding social media from a marketing perspective

Send me a PRIVATE MESSAGE in the chat and give
a rating of 1-3 of your understanding of this week’s
Learning Objective:

1. Really confused-I’d like to meet with you to ask questions 1:1

2. Slightly confused, but I can figure it out with the materials
    provided to the class on my own.

3. I’ve got it! 
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Social Media Ad Specs:
Facebook Ad Specs
https://www.facebook.com/business/ads-guide

LinkedIn single ad specs
https://www.linkedin.com/help/lms/answer/111093

Snapchat ad specs
https://businesshelp.snapchat.com/en-US/article/top-snap-specs

Instagram ad specs
https://voymedia.com/instagram-ad-specs-and-sizing/

Pinterest Ad specs
https://business.pinterest.com/en/Pinterest-product-specs



Small group schedule: Friday 

10:30-11:10 Team B, H Roderick/Jason and Geeta/Lyria/Shruiti

11:10-11:50 Team G, J Matilda/Hoa and Heather/Cat

12:00-12:40 Team A, F Chelsea/Ekran and Frankie/Clayton

12:40-1 :20 Team C, I  Kamaria/Hannah and Ana/Joseph

1 :20-2:00 Team D, E John/Emily and Ricardo/Ryan/Daniel

Optional Regroup session from 2:30-3:30. 
Please send me a slack message if you are attending 




